
Mycena Cave Personae 

Mycena Cave has a lot of types of players, and after analysing multiple user feedback surveys, a few 

particular trends are noticeable in the make up of our userbase. In particular, we attract users 1) with 

varying goals they would like to achieve through playing our game, and 2) with varying amounts of 

real life money to spend. Based on these features, five personae have been developed that represent 

most of the userbase, and these player types cover most playing goals and spending habits our users 

tend to display. 

Goals 
The types of players we attract are largely defined by pet sites that have existed through the years. A 

big influence, for example, was Neopets; With its multitude of ways to play the virtual pet site, 

players could discover exactly what they enjoyed doing. Some players play to collect items, others to 

be creative, and another group to ‘play the market’. Neopets also inspired the ‘battler’ category, 

which is a group that Mycena Cave currently does not and will not in the near future aspire to cater 

to, but they do join our site in the hopes of finding their ideal game. This is therefore a negative 

persona, and important to keep in mind. 

Gotta Catch 'Em All 
Character Creator/Writer/Artist/Creative 
Virtual Market/Economy Enthusiast 
Virtual Pet Site Player – Battler 

Financial Background 
Every game has players with different financial backgrounds, and our player base has strong divisions 

in player styles between those that are able to spend a lot, and those that are not able to spend at 

all. Four clusters can be identified, of which the first three are player types that spend, and the 

‘Grinder’ type does not spend at all. The USD Spender categories speak for themselves, and Casual in 

purchase quantity is very similar to the small USD Spender. They’re a separate category, however, 

because the drive to purchase is different: A small USD Spender will spend regularly to gain an 

advantage in the game, where a Casual Player will be triggered by certain items or coats available on-

site paired with the funds in their wallet. 

USD Spender [big] 

USD Spender [small] 

Casual Player 

Grinder 

 

  



Personae 
The five personae that have been developed are hypothetical, typical players: They are not based on 

any individual, but we do have individual players that show highly similar traits. All of Mycena Cave’s 

players will largely fit in one of these categories, complemented by traits from the other personae. 

The characters are of varied genders and racial backgrounds to reflect the diversity in our playerbase. 

The names & combinations are as follows, and below the actual personae descriptions can be found. 

KARINNA - Gotta Catch 'Em All + USD Spender [big] 
LUCY - Gotta Catch 'Em All + Grinder 
ROBIN - Creative + Casual Player 
JAYDE - Virtual Market/Economy Enthusiast + USD Spender [small] 
MICHAEL - Virtual Pet Site Player - Battler + Grinder – Negative Persona 
 

 

Karinna - Gotta Catch 'Em All + USD Spender [big] 
24, Manager at an IT company, Pet Site Hobbyist 
 
Karinna grew up in a reasonably well-off family and is used to having money to buy 
things she enjoys. She got an education, and landed herself a well paying job that she's 
had for a few years now. She's proven herself, and makes enough money to get all her 
bills out of the way and then some. Playing games is her hobby, and she's loved pet site 
games since she was very young. She caught the gotta catch 'em all bug at Mycena and 
wants one of every coat, and is willing to pay USD to get them. She also enjoys buying a 
custom every now and then, but gives the artist a lot of freedom as she rarely has the 
inspiration to come up with her own designs after a hard day of work. She likes chatting 
in the community and hanging out with people around the site in general. 
 

Lucy - Gotta Catch 'Em All + Grinder 
20, Student, Competitive Gamer 
 
Lucy grew up in a very average family, with very average parents that have very average 
jobs. The family was never wealthy, but they saved for & got a computer for the kids 
early on because they thought it would give their children an edge in life. At a young 
age, Lucy discovered games and was instantly in love with the challenge they tended to 
pose. Often competing with her brother in these games, she loves getting all 
achievements and trophies before he does. Recently she discovered Mycena, and as she 
grew older, started to enjoy the creative side of games. Her brother joined, too, but 
didn't understand the game much, giving Lucy more freedom to explore and do what she 
wanted. She quickly realised what she wanted to do was collect one of every pretty type 
of coat out there, and was willing to spend large amounts of time to get them. Without 
real money to spend on the game, she grudgingly accepted that she wouldn't get a 
custom any time soon, but knew that she had the free time (being a student, and all) 
and decided to work hard for it. 
  



Robin - Creative + Casual Player 
27, Teacher, Hobby Writer 
 
As a teacher, Robin does not have a lot of time to spend on games, but likes to see pet 
site games in particular as a creative outlet. They always enjoyed writing and/or drawing 
while growing up, and creating characters & worlds is a hobby they've had since they were 
young. They found Mycena and discovered the pets were versatile enough to express the 
characters they like to write about/draw and even tried writing a canon/quad story for 
them. They also do not have a lot of money to spend, but like to casually participate in 
events and sell the extras for Custom Credit in the hopes of one day having enough to 
design a custom for one of their most beloved, long-lived character designs. Additionally, 
they sometimes sell art commissions to get some extra currency. They aren't partial to 
chatting much in the community, but have made some really good friends from 
roleplaying with people that replied to their Classified ad. 
 

Jayde - Virtual Market/Economy Enthusiast + USD Spender [small] 
19, Administrative Assistant, Virtual Market Gamer 
 
Having played other games with virtual markets for years, Jayde likes to play with the 
economy and see how much he can earn. He likes to invest in items and other in-game 
objects (in the case of Mycena, pets), and exchange his cash flow between the different 
games he plays. He doesn't particularly care much for the creative part, or collecting 
everything, but he really likes the push & pull of the market and being a supplier of rare 
things. He gets distracted from the site every once in a while, but when he returns, his items 
have increased in value, so he doesn't mind it much. He does not intend to buy a custom as 
he thinks they are much too pricey, but he will occasionally buy an OotS item if he thinks 
it'll be worth a lot more in the future. If his friends caught him paying money for things on 
Mycena, he might possibly feel a little ashamed, so he does try to hide it from them. He also 
quite enjoys regularly visiting the chat and getting acquainted with staff, and loves picking 
their brains on the game design. 
 

Michael - General Virtual Pet Site Player - Battler + Grinder 
NEGATIVE PERSONA 
17, Last year of high school, Competitive Gamer 
 
Michael is Lucy's younger brother and joined the site when she did, only to find it did not 
pose the challenge he was looking for. He likes participating in battle features in games, 
which he found Mycena doesn't offer. He doesn't really understand why Lucy is attracted to 
the game, but will occasionally drop by to gather dailies or participate in events with her. 
He does not really talk to anyone, or intend to buy anything for himself. He does hope the 
site will at some point implement more features that he could enjoy, however, and 
occasionally drops by to see what the newest features are. 


